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Abstract

Infant emotional expressions, such as distress cries, evoke maternal physiological reactions. Most of which involve accelerated sympathetic nervous activity. Comparatively little is known about effects of positive infant expressions, such as happy smiles, on maternal physiological responses. This study investigated how physiological and psychological maternal states change in response to infants' emotional expressions. Thirty first-time mothers viewed films of their own 6- to 7-month-old infants' affective behavior. Each observed a video of a distress cry followed by a video showing one of two expressions (randomly assigned): a happy smiling face (smile condition) or a calm neutral face (neutral condition). Both before and after the session, participants completed a self-report inventory assessing their emotional states. The results of the self-report inventory revealed no effects of exposure to the infant videos. However, the mothers in the smile condition, but not in the neutral condition, showed deceleration of skin conductance. These findings demonstrate that the mothers who observed their infants smiling showed decreased sympathetic activity. We propose that an infant's positive emotional expression may affect the branch of the maternal stress-response system that modulates the homeostatic balance of the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems.

Introduction

From the very first stage of the postpartum period, human caregivers and infants show unique forms of emotional interaction [1]. Infants show various emotional expressions such as crying and smiling, and their caregivers typically respond sensitively and automatically to these expressions. Many studies using various methodologies have investigated maternal physical and mental responses toward infants’ emotional expressions. For example, distress cries of infants evoke physiological responses in mothers, most of which involve accelerated cardiac activity, increased skin conductance, and a higher rate of respiration [2–6]. Several researchers have suggested that this physiological arousal caused by infant cries functions as ‘preparation for
action’ [7–8]. When a mother finds that her infant is crying, she will approach, pick up, and attempt to console her infant. Mothers are quite frequently exposed to such physiologically stressful events during everyday parenting.

Given that these stressful responses are a fairly typical feature of parenting, how are such responses modulated, and can they be decreased? Levenson [9] proposed an interesting answer to this question. He suggested that positive emotions facilitate the process of recovery from physiological arousal provoked by negative emotions. This is called the undoing effect. Indeed, Fredrickson and Levenson [10] showed that cardiovascular activity induced by watching a negative film returns to baseline more quickly after watching a cheerful film than after a sad or neutral film. The undoing effect has been observed for visual images that elicit contentment and amusement following a fear-eliciting film [11], for pleasant pictures following unpleasant pictures [12], for pleasant music following disgusting pictures [13], and during a dyadic marital interaction with positive emotional behaviors [14].

The stimulation of positive emotions associated with the undoing effect may result in the restoration of homeostatic balance. Homeostasis is dependent on the dual operation of both sympathetic and parasympathetic autonomic nervous systems. When a person faces a stressful situation, sympathetic activity becomes dominant, causing an increase in skin conductance and heart rate, which helps prepare the person for an emergency. After the person is released from the stressful situation, parasympathetic activity becomes dominant and sympathetic activity decreases, with an associated reduction in skin conductance and heart rate, which is commonly associated with a person experiencing a (relatively) quiet, relaxed state. These homeostatic functions maintain the stability of the body’s internal environment in response to changes in the external environment.

The undoing effect and the restoration of homeostasis may occur in the course of daily childrearing experiences. Mothers experience stress reactions to their infants’ expressions of negative emotion, and subsequent positive emotional expressions of the infants may moderate or ameliorate these stress reactions. To our knowledge, however, few studies have investigated the undoing effect in early mother-infant interactions. Infant smiling is thought to be an important emotional expression that evokes maternal proximity and interactive social behavior [15–20]. Furthermore, caregiver responses to infant positive emotional expressions such as smiling and laughter play an important role in children’s cognitive and emotional development [21–23]. Although a number of researchers have suggested that positive infant emotional expressions are important for effective mother-infant interaction, exactly how infant smiling affects maternal physiological states remains unknown.

Some functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies have reported that infants’ positive emotional expressions activate various maternal brain regions, including those underlying the reward system, motor planning, and inhibition of negative emotion; the activation of these regions is thought to be necessary to initiate positive parenting behaviors [24–26]. However, these studies emphasized the effects of infant smiling on changes from a calm maternal state. It is possible infant smiling might have stronger recovery effects on physiologically negative stressful states, by means of the undoing effect. These studies could therefore have underestimated the positive effects of infant smiling on maternal physiological states. Thus, it is necessary to examine whether and how infant smiling brings about positive recovery effects on mothers’ physiologically stressful states, including those states caused by exposure to infants’ distress cries. In the present study, we investigated whether the happy smiling of infants attenuate their mothers’ physiological responses to their preceding cries.

The present study focused on the effects of each mother’s individual daily parenting experiences with their own child? Some studies have suggested that maternal physiological reactivity to infant crying is associated with type of parenting behaviors [3,8,27]. Most studies have
measured maternal physiological responses to infant emotional expressions by using standardized infant image stimuli, and not the images of the mothers' own infants. It is important to consider mothers’ physiological responses in response to their own infants’ emotional expressions, given that mothers’ physiological responses to the emotional expressions of their own infants are likely more ecologically valid in terms of predicting daily parenting behaviors.

In this study, mothers viewed videos of their own infants showing emotional facial expressions. Mothers were assigned randomly to one of two conditions. In both conditions, each mother observed a video showing her own infant’s distress cry; in the smile condition, this was followed by a video of her infant showing a happy smile and in the neutral condition, the infant in the video showing a calm, neutral expression. We predicted that the mothers’ sympathetic nervous system would be deactivated and/or their parasympathetic nervous system activated more rapidly when they saw their infant’s happy smile following a distress cry rather than when they saw their infant with a neutral expression. Thus the mothers in the smile condition should show decreased heart rate and skin conductance relative to mothers in the neutral condition. In other words, the undoing effect should be observed when mothers experience their own infant smiling after they have experienced their own infant’s distress cry.

**Method**

**Participants**

Thirty healthy right-handed mothers (mean age = 31.7 years, SD = 4.0, range = 24–43) and their first-born infants (14 girls and 16 boys, M age = 6.9 months, SD = 0.6, range = 5.6–7.9) participated in this study. The gestational age of each infant was greater than 36 weeks (M age = 39.2 weeks, SD = 1.2) and birth weight was greater than 2379 g (M weight = 3011 g, SD = 339). Data from four additional mothers were excluded from the analyses because of experimenter error during operation of the apparatus. All mothers and infants were free from psychiatric or neurological disorders and were not taking any medication.

The participants were recruited by telephone using Kyoto University’s computerized subject list. This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of Kyoto University (No. 25-P-17) and was conducted in accordance with standards specified in the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki. All mothers provided their written informed consent prior to participation (as specified in the *PLOS ONE* consent form).

**General procedure**

Participants visited a laboratory at Kyoto University twice. During the first session, short scenes of each infant smiling and crying were videotaped after the mothers were told the purpose of this study. Approximately one week later, during the second session, the mothers took part in an experiment to measure their physiological changes while they watched video clips of their own infant. Physiological changes were indexed using heart rate, blood volume pulse, skin conductance, and respiration rate.

**Stimuli**

During the first visit to the laboratory, each infant was videotaped in neutral, play, and separation situations. In the neutral situation, mothers were asked to keep their face neutral and direct their gaze away from their infant. In this situation, infants usually showed a neutral expression. In the play situation, mothers played peek-a-boo with their infants. In this situation, infants usually smiled and/or showed other pleased expressions. In the separation situation, mothers left their infant alone, moved to a space behind a curtain out of the infant’s sight,
and kept silent. In this situation, infants were usually distressed and cried aloud. Participants completed either the neutral or the play situation prior to the separation situation. All infants wore a white dress that appeared the same as the others and sat in the same infant seat in front of a green partition board. The video camera was positioned about 1 m in front of the infant seat. From each videotaped play situation, we extracted a 30-sec portion of sustained footage during which each infant seemed most happy (‘smiling’ clip; S1 Movie). Similarly, 30-sec clips of each infant’s neutral expression (‘neutral’ clip; S2 Movie) and crying (‘crying’ clip; S3 Movie) were respectively obtained from the videotaped neutral and separation situations. We employed PMB software version 5.8 to edit these video clips (SONY Corporation, 2011). Based on facial affect coding methods described in previous studies [24, 28], two trained coders that were unaware of the purpose of the current study classified 60 video clips (30 crying, 15 neutral, and 15 smiling) into one of five affect groups: very happy, happy, neutral, sad, or very sad. High intercoder reliability was demonstrated in this classification (Pearson correlation coefficient: .967; p < .001).

Between the participants’ first and second sessions we created audio-visual (A-V) test stimuli using the crying, smiling, and neutral clips, for use during the main experiment. An A-V stimulus consisted of the following three successive phases, as shown in Fig 1: (1) a baseline phase in which a relaxing video image of a beautiful mountain landscape was presented for 300 sec, (2) a cry phase during which the infant’s crying clip was played three times, for 90 sec in total, and (3) an experimental phase during which either the infant’s smiling clip or the neutral clip was presented three times, for 90 sec in total.

**Experimental procedure**

Participants were given a brief introduction to the experimental procedure and were then seated in a comfortable chair approximately 60 cm from a 19-inch desktop monitor. Physiological states were recorded with the NeXus-10 Physiological Recording System (BioTrace+, Mind Media, the Netherlands), as described in the following section. Following preparation of the apparatus, the mother was asked to keep calm and watch the video stimuli presented on the monitor. The video stimuli were presented at the center of the monitor (1280 × 1024 pixels, 32 bit color) with volume control. The visual angle was about 24.5 × 22.6 degrees. As described above, mothers were randomly assigned to either the smile or neutral conditions as a between-
participants factor, and these conditions were identical except for the final 90 sec of the video stimulus.

**Physiological measures**

The NeXus-10 Blood Volume Pulse Sensor works with near-infrared light and measures the absorption of this light by the blood flowing through vessels, using the so-called photoplethysmography method. The sensor, which was attached to the left index finger, detects the peak blood volume pulse every time the heart beats. From the raw blood volume pulse signal, the *blood volume pulse amplitude* (BVPa) was calculated at a rate of 32 samples per second. Relative blood flow BVPa is affected by dilation and contraction of the blood vessels innervated by the sympathetic autonomic nervous system. *Heart rate* (HR) was calculated from the distance between the peaks of the blood volume pulse signal recorded at a rate of 32 samples per second. *Skin conductance response* (SC) was recorded at a rate of 32 samples per second with a NeXus-10 SC Sensor (bipolar Ag/AgCl dry electrodes). One SC finger electrode was attached to the middle finger and the other to the ring finger of the left hand. *Respiration rate* (RSP) per minute was calculated at a rate of 32 samples per second with a NeXus-10 RSP Sensor, which was placed on the participant’s abdomen by means of an elastic Velcro belt.

**Psychological measure**

Previous studies have used the *Positive and Negative Affect Schedule* (PANAS) as a measure of the subjective emotional experience of a caregiver in response to infant behaviors [3,25]. The PANAS requires the respondents to indicate the extent to which they are feeling positive and negative emotions as expressed by various adjectives (e.g., *excited*, *interested*, *irritable*, and *nervous*). We employed the Japanese version of the PANAS [29], translated from the English version containing eight positive adjectives and eight negative adjectives, each rated on a 5-point scale [30]. Mothers rated their emotional states both before and after watching the video stimulus of their infant.

**Data analysis**

All analyses were carried out using IBM SPSS Statistics 19. Quantile-quantile plots of residuals against fitted values were constructed to inspect for normality of all variables. To normalize the distribution of the values, a logarithmic transformation was performed on the skin conductance data [log (SC+1)]. For the *baseline phase*, data from the 5 sec interval immediately before the onset of the cry clip were averaged, and these averaged values were employed as baseline scores. For the *cry phase*, data were averaged over the 90 sec interval during which the cry clip was presented, and these averaged values were employed in further analyses. In order to examine whether infants’ cries brought about physiological changes in the mothers, we performed a two-way mixed analysis of variance (ANOVA) for each physiological measure, with a between-participants factor of condition (smile, neutral) and a within-participants factor of phase (baseline, cry). To discover the effects of infant expression following the cry phase, we examined detailed changes in maternal physiological status during the *experimental phase*. We divided the 90 sec experimental phases of infant smiling and neutral face presentations into three sub-phases of 30 sec each (experimental-1, -2, and -3) and calculated mean values for each sub-phase. In addition, we subtracted baseline scores from averaged values for the cry and experimental sub-phases to create change scores. For each physiological measure, a two-way mixed ANOVA with a between-participants factor of condition (smile, neutral) and a within-participants factor of phase (cry, experimental-1, -2, and -3) was conducted on the change scores.
For the psychological measures involving the PANAS, mean scores for the eight positive and eight negative items were calculated. Two-way mixed ANOVAs were conducted for the positive and negative scores separately, with a between-participants factor of condition (smile, neutral) and a within-participants factor of response point (pre-cry phase, post-experimental phase).

Effect sizes were reported as partial \( \eta^2 \) (eta squared), calculated to better interpret statistical findings. The Greenhouse-Geisser adjustment was applied if necessary to correct for sphericity, and epsilon along with corrected \( p \) values are reported, along with uncorrected degrees of freedom. In cases where a significant interaction effect or main effect was found by ANOVA, multiple Bonferroni comparisons were conducted.

### Results

#### Effect of infant cry stimulation

The SC data of two mothers were excluded from the following analyses because of technical error, and another two were excluded because of excessive artifacts. BVPa data with excessive artifacts were also excluded for four mothers. Table 1 shows the means and standard deviations for the physiological measures at baseline and during the cry phase (for more detail see S1 Table). Two-way mixed ANOVAs revealed significant main effects of phase for BVPa (\( F(1, 24) = 14.50, p < .01, \text{partial } \eta^2 = .35 \)), HR (\( F(1, 28) = 5.88, p = .02, \text{partial } \eta^2 = .17 \)), RSP (\( F(1, 28) = 10.52, p < .01, \text{partial } \eta^2 = .27 \)), and SC (\( F(1, 24) = 25.88, p < .001, \text{partial } \eta^2 = .49 \)). Infant crying appears to have had a substantial influence on maternal physiological state. There was no significant interaction between the two conditions for any of the physiological measures used (BVPa: \( F(1, 24) = 2.74, p = .11, \text{partial } \eta^2 = .07 \); HR: \( F(1, 28) = 0.62, p = .44, \text{partial } \eta^2 = .02 \); RSP: \( F(1, 28) = 0.71, p = .41, \text{partial } \eta^2 = .02 \); SC: \( F(1, 24) = 3.13, p = .09, \text{partial } \eta^2 = .06 \)) (for more detail see S2 Table). This confirms that the physiological effects of infant crying did not differ for the mothers in the two conditions.

#### Physiological changes induced by infant smiling

Changes in physiological responses during the cry phase and the experimental phases are shown in Table 2 (for more detail see S3 Table). Skin conductance was relatively steady in the neutral condition but decreased in the smile condition. Two-way mixed ANOVAs (2 conditions: neutral, neutral, smile, all participants) revealed significant main effects of phase for BVPa (\( F(1, 24) = 14.50, p < .01, \text{partial } \eta^2 = .35 \)), HR (\( F(1, 28) = 5.88, p = .02, \text{partial } \eta^2 = .17 \)), RSP (\( F(1, 28) = 10.52, p < .01, \text{partial } \eta^2 = .27 \)), and SC (\( F(1, 24) = 25.88, p < .001, \text{partial } \eta^2 = .49 \)).

### Table 1. Means and standard deviations of physiological measures during baseline and cry phases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Neutral (Mean, SD)</th>
<th>Smile (Mean, SD)</th>
<th>All participants (Mean, SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BVP</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>42.12 (14.72)</td>
<td>58.75 (18.51)</td>
<td>50.43 (18.45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Smile</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>71.87 (6.92)</td>
<td>70.63 (7.52)</td>
<td>71.25 (7.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Smile</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSP</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>17.22 (3.70)</td>
<td>16.30 (3.51)</td>
<td>16.76 (3.57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Smile</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>0.38 (0.17)</td>
<td>0.33 (0.20)</td>
<td>0.36 (0.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Smile</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BVPa: Blood volume pulse amplitude (\( \mu V \)), HR: Heart rate (bpm: beats per minute), SC: Skin conductance response (log (\( \mu S +1 \)), RSP: Respiration rate (B/Min: breaths per minute). Standard deviations in parentheses.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0129672.t001
smile × 4 phases: cry, experimental-1, -2, and -3) revealed significant main effects of phase for BVPa and HR (\(F(3, 72) = 21.35, p < .001\), partial \(\eta^2 = .46\), and \(F(3, 84) = 5.49, p < .01\), partial \(\eta^2 = .16\), respectively). Physiological states of mothers substantially changed during the experimental phase, although no significant interaction was found for BVPa (\(F(3, 72) = 0.76, p = .52\), partial \(\eta^2 = .02\)) or for HR (\(F(3, 84) = 0.22, p = .80\), partial \(\eta^2 = .01\), partial \(\eta^2 = .67\)). For RSP, there was no significant main effect of phase (\(F(3, 84) = 0.30, p = .82\), partial \(\eta^2 = .01\)) and no significant interaction (\(F(3, 84) = 0.16, p = .93\), partial \(\eta^2 = .01\)). Importantly, for SC, a significant interaction between condition and phase was observed (\(F(3, 72) = 22.42, p < .001\), partial \(\eta^2 = .16\), partial \(\eta^2 = .53\)) (for more detail see S4 Table). Fig 2 shows the SC changes for each condition.

### Table 2. Means and standard deviations of physiological measures (change scores) during cry and experimental phases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Cry (Mean ± Standard Deviation)</th>
<th>Experimental-1 (Mean ± Standard Deviation)</th>
<th>Experimental-2 (Mean ± Standard Deviation)</th>
<th>Experimental-3 (Mean ± Standard Deviation)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BVPa</td>
<td>Neutral (n = 13)</td>
<td>93.90 (20.32)</td>
<td>105.37 (23.82)</td>
<td>108.27 (21.55)</td>
<td>108.82 (19.69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Smile (n = 13)</td>
<td>84.80 (13.30)</td>
<td>100.03 (17.22)</td>
<td>100.58 (17.28)</td>
<td>97.13 (18.55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR</td>
<td>Neutral (n = 15)</td>
<td>-1.88 (2.39)</td>
<td>-3.47 (3.27)</td>
<td>-3.35 (3.11)</td>
<td>-3.77 (2.98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Smile (n = 15)</td>
<td>-1.05 (3.32)</td>
<td>-2.89 (3.90)</td>
<td>-2.09 (4.37)</td>
<td>-1.72 (4.47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSP</td>
<td>Neutral (n = 15)</td>
<td>1.78 (3.96)</td>
<td>1.47 (3.83)</td>
<td>1.39 (3.45)</td>
<td>1.64 (3.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Smile (n = 15)</td>
<td>2.68 (3.31)</td>
<td>2.47 (4.67)</td>
<td>2.30 (5.24)</td>
<td>2.06 (4.90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>Neutral (n = 13)</td>
<td>0.07 (0.05)</td>
<td>0.07 (0.07)</td>
<td>0.08 (0.08)</td>
<td>0.08 (0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Smile (n = 13)</td>
<td>0.14 (0.14)</td>
<td>0.13 (0.14)</td>
<td>0.12 (0.14)</td>
<td>0.09 (0.12)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Change scores (except BVPa) were calculated by subtracting baseline scores from averaged values for the cry and experimental sub-phases. Change scores for BVPa were calculated by dividing averaged values for the cry and experimental sub-phases by baseline scores. Standard deviations in parentheses.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0129672.t002

![Fig 2. Means and SEMs for skin conductance change from baseline for each condition and phase. Means with an asterisk are significantly different, \(p < .05\). Means with two asterisks are significantly different, \(p < .001\).](#)

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0129672.g002
and phase. Although there this figure appears to show be a meaningful difference between the smile and neutral condition in the cry phase in Fig 2, the difference did not reach significance (Bonferroni correction, $p = .095$). Further subsidiary analyses revealed that SC of mothers in the smile condition significantly decreased from the experimental-1 phase to the experimental-2 phase (Bonferroni correction, $p < .05$) and further to the experimental-3 phase (Bonferroni correction, $p < .001$). Mothers in the smile condition also showed a significantly lower SC during the experimental-3 phase than during the cry phase (Bonferroni correction, $p < .05$), while such a difference was not observed in the neutral condition.

### Subjective emotional experience

Table 3 shows mean PANAS scores for each film condition (smile, neutral) and each response point (pre-cry phase, post-experimental phase) (for more detail see S5 Table). A two-way mixed ANOVA on positive affect scores did not reveal significant main effects or a significant interaction. Another two-way mixed ANOVA on negative affect scores showed that scores at the point of the post-experimental phase were significantly higher than those at the point of the pre-cry phase ($F(1, 28) = 12.81, p < .01$, partial $\eta^2 = .29$), but the interaction did not reach significance ($F(1, 28) = 3.16, p = .09$, partial $\eta^2 = .07$). Further, there was no significant difference between the conditions for negative affect scores ($F(1, 28) = 0.04, p = .84$, partial $\eta^2 < .01$) (for more detail see S6 Table). Therefore, mothers’ subjective feelings did not differ as a function of the video condition.

### Discussion

Parenting always involves exposure to a series of infant expressions, reflective of negative and positive emotions, which are accompanied by maternal physiological and psychological arousal. How are such maternal responses modulated? The aim of this study was to examine a possible undoing effect of infant smiling on physiological and psychological maternal arousal caused by infant distress cries. We predicted that when mothers saw the happy smiling of their infants after previously being exposed to infant distress, sympathetic nervous system activity would be suppressed more rapidly than when the mothers experienced neutral expressions. The results showed no clear effect on subjective self-reports of emotional feelings (PANAS) as a function of which video, smiling or neutral, was viewed. On one hand, we found remarkable changes in maternal physiological state during the experimental phase, in which they viewed infant smiling or neutral expressions. Infant smiling did indeed suppress sympathetic nervous activities after exposure to infant distress cries. On the other hand, physiological arousal induced by infant distress crying was sustained when mothers did not experience positive emotional expressions from their infants. This evidence suggests that infant smiling may help restore mothers’ homeostatic balance.
After exposure to their own infant’s distress cry, mothers in the smile condition showed a significant deceleration of skin conductance as they observed their infants smiling, while mothers in the neutral condition showed no such change. This result is consistent with prior research showing that the undoing effect is caused by positive emotional stimuli [11, 13]. However, for subjective emotional experience, we did not find a significant difference in positive emotion between the neutral and smiling conditions. If this is the case, why does the smiling of infants cause a decrease in maternal skin conductance? In general, skin conductance is considered to represent levels of arousal in response to emotional situations [31, 32]. Strong emotional experience causes the release of acetylcholine within the sympathetic nervous system. This neurotransmitter release during a high arousal state is related to an increase in eccrine sweat gland activity, which causes acceleration of skin conductance. The acceleration of skin conductance is thought to represent a function of ‘preparation for action’ known as the fight or flight response (i.e., attack and escape behavior). In the present study, skin conductance was significantly reduced while viewing infant smiling compared to viewing neutral infant faces. It is possible that mothers felt more safe and relaxed while viewing infant smiling than while viewing neutral faces.

Our results may also be explained from the perspective of emotion regulation. As mentioned in the introduction, infant smiling is thought to evoke maternal proximity and interactive social behavior [15, 16]. Infant smiling might arouse in mothers complex cognitive processes that work to attenuate their skin conductance responses. Regarding this possibility, previous studies of emotion regulation have reported that demanding cognitive tasks attenuate preceding emotional responses. For example, Erber and Tesser [33] showed that participants who completed a mathematical task after observing a sad movie were in a less sad mood than participants in a group who did not complete the task. Furthermore, cognitive tasks attenuate not only the emotional mood but also the physiological responses [34, 35]. In daily parenting situations, mothers contingently deliver smiling, gazing, vocalizing, and touching to keep the infant’s attention and to encourage speech-like sounds [17, 19, 20]. In order to choose the most appropriate behavioral response to their infants, mothers need to integrate both affective and cognitive information about current infant states. An fMRI study reported by Strathearn and colleagues [24] showed that an extensive brain network is activated when first-time mothers see their own infant’s face. This network is associated with affective and cognitive processes directed toward motor/behavioral output. They also reported that maternal brain regions associated with the reward-processing system were significantly activated by happy (but not neutral or sad) faces of their own infant. It is possible that infant smiling may facilitate certain brain activities and, as a result, enhance several kinds of cognitive functioning, which leads to adequate parenting behavior. Further research is needed to determine whether such neurocognitive processes are related to the attenuation of maternal skin conductance responses.

In the present study, no significant interactions were found between condition and phase for BVPa, HR, or RSP. One possible explanation is that a neutral image of the infant is enough of a positive stimulus to evoke maternal positive emotion. Mothers in the neutral condition may have felt safe watching the video clip in which their own infant was sitting calmly, in much the same way as mothers in the smile condition would feel. Hence, in the current study, the difference between the smile and neutral conditions may be so subtle that is difficult to detect meaningful effects of infant smiling on BVPa, HR, and RSP. Further, infant emotional intensity in some of the crying and smiling clips was weaker than the others, and the extent to which infants expressed emotion in the video clips may have influenced the magnitude of maternal physiological responses. Future research should control emotional valence across infants by having mothers estimate the intensity of their infants’ emotions in order to clarify differential influences of smiles and neutral expressions on the mothers’ physiological state.
Although the present study recruited mothers with first-born infants, further studies will be needed to investigate whether maternal physiological responses to infant smiling varies with stage of motherhood or parental experience. Previous studies have implied that teen mothers are less likely than adult mothers to show physiologically heightened responses to infant cries [8]. Non-parents have showed more cardiac reactivity than parents to infant crying [5]. Studies that consider life stages and childrearing experience will therefore provide more insights into the physical and cognitive mechanisms underlying stressful states and associated recovery processes. Indeed, individual differences in maternal physiological reactivity to infant-related stimuli are associated with maternal sensitivity to infant emotional behavior [27, 36, 37]. Thus, it is likely that different parenting experiences may result in varying influences of infant smiling on maternal physiological states.

In summary, our results reveal that infant smiling plays an important role in moderating the physiological stress caused by infant crying that mothers experience in everyday parenting. The present study provides an understanding of the physiological basis of childrearing stress. If it is the case that watching infant smiling reduces maternal physiological stress, the current results can be applied in the search for better approaches to help parents manage daily childrearing stress. For instance, depictions of infants’ positive smiling may relieve the stress of daily childrearing. Further studies are necessary to develop such potential future applications that will decrease parental childrearing stress.
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